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mathematical problem
about the function that
maps an object on its
number of points (i.e.,

the number of
intersections of the

object with a line). We
want to design a virtual
device that when placed
over the object would be

able to count the
number of points. Our

model consists of a
virtual device that can

be placed onto the
object. Based on the
position of the device

over the object, we can
learn a model for the
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number of points of the
object. Due to our model
being discrete, we can
implement it in a von

Neumann machine. We
demonstrate how we
can implement our
model with a simple
example.' author: -

Daniel Geneso - Jean
Marie Madeto - Fabian
Pritze bibliography: -

'paper.bib' title:
Counting points on a

curve with von Neumann
machines ---
Introduction
{#sec:intro}
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Problem formulation and
background

{#sec:problem} ====
===============
===============

Design of a device
{#sec:device} =====
=============
Implementing a device
{#sec:implementation}
===============

====== Example
implementation

{#sec:example} ====
===============

=== Conclusions
{#sec:conclusions}
===========
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